am_134_1518

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

1

________________________________ moved to amend as follows:

2

Engross the bill as directed by the commands in the

3

amendments attached hereto, ignoring matter extraneous to those

4

commands

5

INDEX

6

The following amendments are attached hereto:

Amendment No.

Subject

am_134_1426-1

Sports gaming suppliers

am_134_1435

Age verification

am_134_1446-1

Withholding past due child and spousal
support

am_134_1471

Slot machine definition

am_134_1480

Number of electronic instant bingo systems
in one location

am_134_1481

Electronic instant bingo systems

Legislative Service Commission
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7

Amendment No.

Subject

am_134_1482

Implementation dates

am_134_1483

Sporting events involving minors

am_134_1484-1

Type B sports gaming proprietors

am_134_1485

Sports gaming lottery; type C sports
gaming proprietors and hosts

am_134_1486-2

Professional sports organizations

am_134_1487

Mobile management services providers

am_134_1499

Institutional investors

am_134_1500

Type A sports gaming proprietor license
cap

am_134_1501

Type A sports gaming proprietors

am_134_1502-1

Factors considered when licensing sports
gaming proprietors

am_134_1503

Select Committee on Sports Gaming and
Problem Gambling

am_134_1504

Changes to sports gaming license
information

am_134_1505-1

Sports gaming proprietor licenses - state
contractors
8

9

The motion was ______________ agreed to.
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10

Amendment No. AM_134_1426-1

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4888, delete ";"

11

Delete lines 4889 and 4890

12

In line 4891, delete "concerning its own sporting event"

13

In line 4917, after "provider" insert ", including providing

14

services, directly or indirectly, that are necessary to create a betting

15

market or to determine bet outcomes"

16

In line 5526, delete "person or entity that provides sports"

17

Delete line 5527

18

In line 5528, delete "proprietor" and insert "sports gaming

19

supplier"

20

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Sports gaming suppliers

Legislative Service Commission
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R.C. 3775.01 and 3775.07

23

Removes a provision specifying that "sports gaming

24

equipment" includes statistical match data.
Adds to the bill's definition of a sports gaming supplier

25
26

a person or entity that provides services to a sports gaming

27

proprietor or management services provider, directly or

28

indirectly, that are necessary to create a betting market or to

29

determine bet outcomes.

30

Retains the provision of the bill exempting a sports

31

governing body from being considered a sports gaming supplier on

32

the basis that it provides raw statistical match data concerning

33

its own sporting events.

34

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1435

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4104, delete "(C)" and insert "(C)(1)"

35

After line 4108, insert:

36

"(2) Those rules shall include procedures to verify that

37

participants in the sports gaming lottery are at least twenty-

38

one years of age."

39

In line 4962, after "(6)" insert "The manner in which sports gaming

40

proprietors must verify that their patrons are at least twenty-one years

41

of age;

42

(7)"

43

In line 4964, delete "(7)" and insert "(8)"

44

In line 4965, delete "(8)" and insert "(9)"

45

In line 4967, delete "(9)" and insert "(10)"

46

In line 4980, delete "(10)" and insert "(11)"

47

In line 4984, delete "(11)" and insert "(12)"

48

The motion was __________ agreed to.
Legislative Service Commission
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SYNOPSIS

49

Age verification

50

R.C. 3770.23 and 3775.02

51

Requires the Ohio Casino Control Commission and the State

52

Lottery Commission to adopt rules specifying procedures to

53

verify that all participants in sports gaming are at least 21,

54

as required under the bill.

55

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1446-1

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 3428, strike through "person's" and insert "person receives

56

a payout of"; delete "or from sports gaming"; strike through "are" and

57

insert "or from sports gaming in"

58

Reinsert lines 3429 and 3430

59

In line 3431, reinsert "Code, as amended"; delete "six hundred

60

dollars or more"

61

In line 3440, strike through "seven" and insert "fourteen"

62

In line 4772, delete "of six hundred dollars or more"; after

63

"patron" insert "in an amount for which reporting to the internal revenue

64

service of the amount is required by section 6041 of the Internal Revenue

65

Code, as amended"

66

In line 4789, delete "seven" and insert "fourteen"

67

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Legislative Service Commission
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68

Withholding past due child and spousal support

69

R.C. 3123.90

70

Requires a casino operator or sports gaming proprietor to

71

withhold past due child and spousal support when a patron

72

receives a payout of winnings over the threshold amount, instead

73

of when the person's winnings exceed that amount.

74

Changes the threshold from $600 back to the Internal

75

Revenue Service withholding threshold for federal income tax,

76

which is the threshold under current law for casino operators.

77

Requires the casino operator or sports gaming proprietor

78

to transmit the money to the Department of Job and Family

79

Services within fourteen days, instead of seven days as required

80

under current law for casino operators.

81

Withholding debts to the state or a political subdivision

82

R.C. 3772.37

83

Changes the winnings threshold at which a casino operator

84

or sports gaming proprietor must withhold any debts to the state

85

or a political subdivision from $600 to the Internal Revenue

86

Service withholding threshold for federal income tax.

87

Requires the casino operator or sports gaming proprietor

88

to transmit the money to the Attorney General within fourteen

89

days, instead of seven days as required under the bill.

90

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1471

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4292, after "machine," insert "or an electronic instant
bingo system,"

91
92

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

93

Slot machine definition

94

R.C. 3772.01

95

Clarifies that an electronic instant bingo system is not a

96

slot machine under the Casino Law, as well as under the more

97

general Gambling Law.

98

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1480

l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 3264, delete "six" and insert "ten"

99

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

100

Number of electronic instant bingo systems in one location

101

R.C. 2915.14

102

Increases the maximum number of electronic instant bingo

103

systems permitted in one location from six to ten.

Legislative Service Commission
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104

Amendment No. AM_134_1481

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 3325, delete "may" and insert "shall"

105

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

106

Electronic instant bingo systems

107

R.C. 2915.15

108

Requires the Attorney General to consult the Ohio Casino

109

Control Commission for assistance in determining whether an

110

electronic instant bingo system is prohibited for use on the

111

ground that it is a slot machine.

112

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1482

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 7910, delete "All of the following shall begin not earlier"

113

Delete line 7911

114

In line 7912, delete "operation of" and insert "Ohio Casino Control

115

Commission shall begin to accept applications for"; after "gaming" insert

116

"proprietor licenses"

117

In line 7913, delete ";" and insert ", on January 1, 2022, and shall
begin to issue those licenses on April 1, 2022."
In line 7914, delete "The operation of the sports gaming lottery
under"

118
119
120
121

Delete line 7915

122

In line 7916, delete "(C)"; delete "operation of" and insert

123

"Attorney General shall begin to accept applications for licenses to

124

conduct"

125

In line 7917, after "act" insert ", on January 1, 2022, and shall
begin to issue those licenses on April 1, 2022"

The motion was __________ agreed to.
Legislative Service Commission
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126
127

SYNOPSIS

128

Implementation dates

129

Section 3

130

Removes provisions of the bill specifying that the

131

operation of sports gaming and electronic instant bingo under

132

the bill must not begin operating before January 1, 2022.

133

Specifies that the Ohio Casino Control Commission must

134

begin to accept applications for sports gaming proprietor

135

licenses on January 1, 2022, and begin to issue those licenses

136

on April 1, 2022.

137

Specifies similarly that the Attorney General must begin

138

to accept applications for licenses to conduct electronic

139

instant bingo on January 1, 2022, and begin to issue those

140

licenses on April 1, 2022.

141

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1483

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4842, delete "division" and insert "divisions"; after "(H)
(2)" insert "and (3)"

142
143

In line 4850, delete "either of the"

144

Delete line 4851

145

In line 4852, delete "(a) An" and insert "an"

146

In line 4855, delete ";" and insert "."

147

In line 4856, delete "(b) An" and insert "(3) "Sporting event"

148

includes an"; delete "includes" and insert "involves"

149

In line 4857, after "age" insert ","

150

In line 4858, delete "such an" and insert "the"; after "event"

151

insert ", only if the appropriate commission authorizes the event for

152

sports gaming"

153

The motion was __________ agreed to.

Legislative Service Commission
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SYNOPSIS

154

Sporting events involving minors

155

R.C. 3775.01

156

Modifies the bill's prohibition against wagering on

157

sporting events that include athletes or participants who are

158

under 18.

159

Allows wagering on such an event if the appropriate
commission authorizes the event for sports gaming.

Legislative Service Commission
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160
161

Amendment No. AM_134_1484-1

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 5272, delete "twenty" and insert "thirty-three"

162

After line 5273, insert:

163

"(3)(a) No sports gaming facility shall be located in a

164

county with a population of less than one hundred thousand, as

165

determined by the 2010 federal decennial census.

166

(b) Not more than one sports gaming facility shall be

167

located in a county with a population of one hundred thousand or

168

more, but less than five hundred thousand, as determined by the

169

2010 federal decennial census, at any one time.

170

(c) Not more than two sports gaming facilities shall be

171

located in a county with a population of five hundred thousand

172

or more, but less than one million, as determined by the 2010

173

federal decennial census, at any one time.

174

(d) Not more than three sports gaming facilities shall be

175

located in a county with a population of one million or more, as

176

determined by the 2010 federal decennial census, at any one

177

time.

178
(4) The commission shall issue an initial type B sports

Legislative Service Commission
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179

gaming proprietor license only to a person who conducts

180

significant economic activity in the county in which the sports

181

gaming facility is to be located."

182

In line 5307, delete "a" and insert "the following"

183

In line 5308, delete "of one million dollars" and insert ", as

184

applicable,"

185

In line 5312, after "license" insert ":

186

(a) For an initial or renewed type A sports gaming

187

proprietor license, one million dollars;
(b) For an initial type B sports gaming proprietor
license, one hundred thousand dollars;

188
189
190

(c) For a renewed type B sports gaming proprietor license,
twenty-five thousand dollars"

191
192

In line 5313, after "renewed" insert "type A"

193

In line 5314, after "the" insert "type A"

194

In line 5317, after "renewed" insert "type A"

195

In line 5318, after "the" insert "type A"

196

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

197

Type B sports gaming proprietors

198

R.C. 3775.04

199

Increases from 20 to 33 the maximum number of type B

200

sports gaming proprietors the Ohio Casino Control Commission may

201

Legislative Service Commission
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license at any one time.

202

Limits the number of sports gaming facilities that may be

203

located in a county at any one time, based on the county's

204

population as determined by the 2010 federal census, as follows:

205

- County population of less than 100,000: no facility;

206

- County population of 100,000-499,999: one facility;

207

- County population of 500,000-999,999: two facilities;

208

- County population of 1,000,000 or more: three

209

facilities.

210

Requires the Commission to issue an initial type B sports

211

gaming proprietor license only to a person who conducts

212

significant economic activity in the county in which the sports

213

gaming facility is to be located.

214

Lowers the license fees for a type B sports gaming

215

proprietor to $100,000 for an initial three-year license and

216

$25,000 for a renewal.

217

Legislative Service Commission
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Amendment No. AM_134_1485

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4 of the title, delete ", 3770.03,"

218

In line 5 of the title, delete "3770.06, 3770.07"; delete ",

219

3770.10"

220

In line 11 of the title, delete ", 3770.23"

221

In line 14 of the title, after "3775.14" insert ", 3775.15, 3775.16"

222

In line 22, delete ", 3770.03, 3770.06, 3770.07"; delete the second

223

","

224
In line 23, delete "3770.10"

225

In line 26, delete ", 3770.23"

226

In line 29, after "3775.14" insert ", 3775.15, 3775.16"

227

In line 998, delete "3770. or"

228

Delete lines 3448 through 3892

229

Delete lines 3991 through 4108

230

In line 4305, delete "agent" and insert "proprietor"

231

In line 4475, delete "and to the state"

232

Legislative Service Commission
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In line 4476, delete "lottery commission"

233

In line 4809, delete ""Appropriate commission" means the following,

234

as"

235
Delete lines 4810 through 4814

236

In line 4815, delete "(B)"

237

After line 4818, insert:

238

"(B) "Commission" means the Ohio casino control

239

commission."

240

In line 4847, delete "appropriate" and insert "Ohio casino control"

241

In line 4861, after "(2)" insert "(a)"; after "a" insert "type A or

242

type B"

243

In line 4866, after "parlays," insert "spreads,"

244

After line 4868, insert:

245

"(b) With respect to sports gaming offered by a type C

246

sports gaming proprietor, "sports gaming" includes only spread,

247

over-under, and moneyline wagering on sporting events, as

248

approved by the Ohio casino control commission."

249

In line 4872, delete ", other than the sports gaming lottery,"

250

In line 4873, delete "and operated"

251

In line 4874, delete "by the state lottery commission"

252

In line 4885, after "equipment" insert ", including a self-service

253

sports gaming terminal"

254

In line 4895, delete "equipment" and insert "terminals"

255

In line 4898, after "license," insert "a type C sports gaming host

256

license,"

Legislative Service Commission
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In line 4903, delete ""Sports gaming lottery" means the sports
gaming"

258
259

Delete lines 4904 and 4905

260

In line 4906, delete "(O)"

261

In line 4908, delete "or" and insert ","; after "B" insert ", or

262

type C"

263

Delete lines 4909 through 4912

264

In line 4913, delete "(P)" and insert "(O)"

265

In line 4915, delete "(Q)(1)" and insert "(P)(1)"

266

In line 4928, delete "(R)" and insert "(Q)"

267

In line 4932, delete "(S)" and insert "(R)"

268

In line 4935, delete "(T)" and insert "(S)"

269

After line 4937, insert:

270

"(T) "Type C sports gaming proprietor" means a sports

271

gaming proprietor licensed by the Ohio casino control commission

272

to offer sports gaming through self-service sports gaming

273

terminals located at type C sports gaming hosts' facilities."

274

In line 4938, after "(U)" insert ""Type C sports gaming host" means

275

the owner of a facility with a class D liquor permit issued under Chapter

276

4303. of the Revised Code who is licensed by the Ohio casino control

277

commission to offer sports gaming at the facility through a type C sports

278

gaming proprietor.

279

(V)"

280

In line 4940, delete "With the exception of the sports gaming"

281

In line 4941, delete "lottery, the" and insert "The"

282

In line 5241, after "commission." insert "Each type C sports gaming

283

Legislative Service Commission
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host shall display its license conspicuously in its place of business."

284

In line 5274, after "(C)" insert "(1) A type C sports gaming

285

proprietor license authorizes a sports gaming proprietor to offer sports

286

gaming through self-service sports gaming terminals located at one or more

287

type C sports gaming hosts' facilities.

288

(2) The commission shall license at least three, and not

289

more than twenty, type C sports gaming proprietors at any one

290

time.

291
(D)"; delete the second "or" and insert ","

292

In line 5275, after "B" insert ", or type C"

293

In line 5306, delete "(D)(1)" and insert "(E)(1)"

294

In line 5307, delete "a" and insert "the following"

295

In line 5308, delete "of one million dollars" and insert ", as

296

applicable,"

297

In line 5312, after "license" insert ":

298

(a) For an initial or renewed type A or type B sports

299

gaming proprietor license, one million dollars;
(b) For an initial type C sports gaming proprietor
license, one hundred thousand dollars;

300
301
302

(c) For a renewed type C sports gaming proprietor license,
twenty-five thousand dollars"

303
304

In line 5313, after "renewed" insert "type A or type B"

305

In line 5317, after "renewed" insert "type A or type B"

306

In line 5321, delete "(E)(1)" and insert "(F)(1)"

307

In line 5395, after "(3)" insert "A type C sports gaming proprietor

308

shall not contract with a management services provider to offer sports
Legislative Service Commission
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309

gaming under the type C sports gaming proprietor license on the sports

310

gaming proprietor's behalf.

311

(4)"

312

In line 5469, after "observer" insert ", other than providing

313

general security at a type C sports gaming host's facility"
In line 5476, after "beverages" insert ", including an individual
who is, or is employed by, a type C sports gaming host"

314
315
316

After line 5525, insert:

317

"Sec. 3775.07. (A)(1) The owner of a facility with a class

318

D liquor permit issued under Chapter 4303. of the Revised Code

319

who offers sports gaming through a type C sports gaming

320

proprietor using self-service sports gaming terminals located at

321

the facility shall hold an appropriate and valid type C sports

322

gaming host license issued by the Ohio casino control commission

323

at all times.

324

(2) The commission shall issue a type C sports gaming host

325

license to a person or entity that meets the requirements of

326

this chapter and of the commission's rules.

327

(B)(1) An applicant for an initial or renewed type C

328

sports gaming host license shall apply for the license on a form

329

prescribed by the commission and shall pay the fee required

330

under division (C)(3) of section 109.572 of the Revised Code,

331

along with a nonrefundable application fee in an amount

332

prescribed by the commission by rule.

333

(2) The application shall identify the type C sports

334

gaming proprietor through which the applicant intends to offer

335

sports gaming.

336

(C) Upon receiving an initial or renewed type C sports

Legislative Service Commission
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337

gaming host license, the applicant shall pay a nonrefundable

338

license fee of six thousand dollars. The commission shall remit

339

one thousand dollars of the fee to the type C sports gaming

340

proprietor identified in the application.

341

(D) Subject to the terms of the type C sports gaming

342

hosts's agreement with a type C sports gaming proprietor, a type

343

C sports gaming host may offer sports gaming through a different

344

type C sports gaming proprietor than the one identified in the

345

type C sports gaming host's license application during the

346

period of the license. The type C sports gaming host shall

347

notify the commission of the change before the change takes

348

effect, in accordance with the rules of the commission.

349

(E) A type C sports gaming host license shall be valid for

350

a term of three years. In order to renew a type C sports gaming

351

host license, the licensee shall apply to the commission for a

352

renewed license in the same manner as for an initial license."

353

In line 5526, delete "3775.07" and insert "3775.08"

354

In line 5567, delete "3775.08" and insert "3775.09"

355

In line 5608, after "(D)" insert "The commission shall revoke a type

356

C sports gaming host license if the licensee ceases to hold a valid class

357

D liquor permit for the facility issued under Chapter 4303. of the Revised

358

Code.

359
(E)"

360

In line 5613, delete "3775.09" and insert "3775.10"

361

In line 5711, delete "3775.10" and insert "3775.11"

362

In line 5747, delete "3775.11" and insert "3775.12"

363

After line 5781, insert:

364

"Sec. 3775.13. (A) A type C sports gaming proprietor may

365
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accept wagers on sporting events that are made in person through

366

self-service sports gaming terminals located at one or more type

367

C sports gaming hosts' facilities only from individuals who are

368

at least twenty-one years of age and who are physically present

369

in the facility.

370

(B) All of the following apply concerning self-service

371

sports gaming terminals operated by a type C sports gaming

372

proprietor:

373

(1) No more than two terminals shall be located in any
type C sports gaming host's facility.

374
375

(2) A terminal may offer only spread, over-under, and

376

moneyline wagering on sporting events, as approved by the Ohio

377

casino control commission.

378

(3) A terminal shall not accept cash wagers, and shall

379

accept wagers only by credit card, debit card, or electronic

380

payment account.

381

(4) A terminal shall not accept wagers aggregating more

382

than two hundred dollars in a day that are paid using the same

383

credit card, debit card, or electronic payment account.

384

(5) The type C sports gaming proprietor shall pay out all

385

winnings to patrons on wagers made through a terminal through

386

the patron's credit card, debit card, or electronic payment

387

account, without involving the type C sports gaming host in any

388

financial transaction.

389

(C) The state lottery commission, in consultation with the

390

Ohio casino control commission and in accordance with the rules

391

of the Ohio casino control commission, shall work with type C

392

sports gaming proprietors and type C sports gaming hosts to

393

implement and promote sports gaming conducted under this

394

section. The state lottery commission may adopt rules under

395

Legislative Service Commission
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Chapter 119. of the Revised Code for that purpose."

396

In line 5782, delete "3775.12" and insert "3775.14"

397

In line 5788, delete "and to the state lottery commission"

398

In line 5851, delete "and to the state lottery commission"

399

In line 5852, delete ", the state lottery"

400

In line 5853, delete "commission,"

401

In line 5863, delete "3775.13" and insert "3775.15"

402

In line 5923, delete "3775.14" and insert "3775.16"

403

In line 5926, delete "lottery sales agents" and insert "type C

404

sports gaming hosts"

405

In line 5947, delete "3775.11" and insert "3775.12"

406

In line 5949, delete "3775.12" and insert "3775.14"

407

In line 5974, delete "or from the state lottery commission"

408

In line 5981, delete "or section 3770.23 of the Revised Code"

409

In line 5982, delete "or that section"

410

In line 5985, delete "or the state lottery commission"

411

In line 5986, delete "or the"

412

In line 5987, delete "state lottery commission's"

413

In line 5993, delete "and Chapter 3770. of the"

414

In line 5994, delete "Revised Code"

415

In line 6008, delete "or the state lottery commission"

416

In line 6013, delete "or the state lottery commission"

417

In line 6018, delete "or the state lottery commission"

418

In line 6022, delete "or the state"

419

Legislative Service Commission
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In line 6023, delete "lottery commission"

420

In line 6026, delete "or the state lottery commission"

421

In line 6031, delete "or the state lottery commission"

422

In line 6038, delete "or the state lottery commission"

423

In line 6046, delete "or the"

424

In line 6047, delete "state lottery commission"

425

In line 6361, reinsert "has"

426

In line 6362, delete "and "lottery prize award" have"; reinsert

427

"meaning"; delete "meanings"

428

In line 7582, delete "3775.09" and insert "3775.10"

429

In line 7905, delete ", 3770.03, 3770.06, 3770.07"

430

In line 7906, delete ", 3770.10"

431

In line 7910, delete "All" and insert "Both"

432

In line 7914, delete "The operation of the sports gaming lottery

433

under"

434

Delete line 7915

435

In line 7916, delete "(C)"

436

In line 7926, delete "3770.23" and insert "3775.13"

437

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Sports gaming lottery; type C sports gaming proprietors
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438
439

and hosts

440

R.C. 3770.23, 3775.01, 3775.03, 3775.04, 3775.05, 3775.07,
and 3775.13 and conforming changes in numerous other sections
Removes the provisions of the bill that require the State
Lottery Commission to operate a sports gaming lottery.
Requires the Ohio Casino Control Commission to license at

441
442
443
444
445

least three, and no more than 20, type C sports gaming

446

proprietors to offer sports gaming through self-service sports

447

gaming terminals located at facilities with class D liquor

448

permits.

449

Requires an applicant for a type C sports gaming

450

proprietor license to undergo the same application process and

451

to meet the same suitability requirements as applicants for type

452

A and type B sports gaming proprietor licenses.

453

Sets the fee for a type C sports gaming proprietor license

454

at $100,000 for an initial three-year license and $25,000 for a

455

renewal.

456

Prohibits a type C sports gaming proprietor from

457

contracting with a management services provider to offer sports

458

gaming under that license on behalf of the proprietor.

459

Subjects type C sports gaming proprietors to the same

460

operating requirements, regulations, and taxation as type A and

461

type B sports gaming proprietors.

462

Requires the owner of a facility with a class D liquor

463

permit who wishes to offer sports gaming at the facility through

464

a type C sports gaming proprietor to be licensed by the

465

Commission as a type C sports gaming host.

466

Sets the fee for an initial or renewed type C sports

467

gaming host license at $6,000, including $1,000 paid to the type

468
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C sports gaming proprietor.

469

Exempts type C sports gaming hosts and their employees

470

from the requirement to obtain a sports gaming occupational

471

license.

472

Imposes a limit of two self-service sports gaming

473

terminals at each type C sports gaming host's facility.

474

Limits the types and amounts of wagers that may be placed

475

at type C sports gaming hosts' facilities, and requires all

476

payments to be electronic, without involving the host in any

477

financial transaction.

478

Requires the State Lottery Commission, in consultation

479

with the Ohio Casino Control Commission and in accordance with

480

the rules of the Ohio Casino Control Commission, to work with

481

type C sports gaming proprietors and hosts to implement and

482

promote their sports gaming.

483
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Amendment No. AM_134_1486-2

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4839, after "(G)" insert ""Professional sports organization"
means any of the following:

484
485

(1) The owner of a professional sports team in this state

486

that is a member of the national football league, the national

487

hockey league, major league baseball, or the national basketball

488

association;

489

(2) The owner of a sports facility in this state that

490

hosts an annual tournament on the professional golf association

491

tour;

492
(3) A promoter of a national association for a stock car

auto racing national touring race conducted in this state.

493
494

(H)"

495

In line 4842, delete "(H)(1)" and insert "(I)(1)"; delete "(H)(2)"

496

and insert "(I)(2)"

497

In line 4859, delete "(I)(1)" and insert "(J)(1)"

498

In line 4862, delete "(I)"

499

In line 4863, delete "(3)" and insert "(J)(3)"

500
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In line 4881, delete "(J)" and insert "(K)"

501

In line 4892, delete "(K)" and insert "(L)"

502

In line 4896, delete "(L)" and insert "(M)"

503

In line 4901, delete "(M)" and insert "(N)"

504

In line 4903, delete "(N)" and insert "(O)"

505

In line 4906, delete "(O)" and insert "(P)"

506

In line 4913, delete "(P)" and insert "(Q)"

507

In line 4915, delete "(Q)(1)" and insert "(R)(1)"

508

In line 4928, delete "(R)" and insert "(S)"

509

In line 4932, delete "(S)" and insert "(T)"

510

In line 4935, delete "(T)" and insert "(U)"

511

In line 4938, delete "(U)" and insert "(V)"

512

In line 5329, after "(A)" insert "In issuing initial and renewed

513

type A and type B sports gaming proprietor licenses, the Ohio casino

514

control commission shall give preference to applicants that are

515

professional sports organizations, subject to the factors described in

516

divisions (B), (C), and (D) of this section, as applicable.

517

(B)"; after "renewed" insert "type A and type B"

518

In line 5330, delete "Ohio casino control"

519

In line 5362, delete "(B)" and insert "(C)"

520

In line 5377, delete "(C)" and insert "(D)"

521

In line 5395, after "(3)" insert "(a) The holder of a type A or type

522

B sports gaming proprietor license that is a member of a league,

523

association, or organization that prevents the holder from being subject

524

to the regulatory control of the Ohio casino control commission or from

525
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otherwise operating under the license may contractually appoint a designee

526

operator that is considered the management services provider for all

527

aspects of commission oversight and operating under the license. The

528

sports gaming proprietor shall not have control over the management

529

services provider, and the management services provider shall not have

530

control over the sports gaming proprietor, as determined by the commission

531

under division (C) of section 3775.03 of the Revised Code.

532

(b) A sports gaming proprietor and a management services

533

provider described in division (A)(3)(a) of this section shall

534

not exchange any information that may compromise the integrity

535

of sporting events or of sports gaming. The commission shall

536

adopt by rule procedures for the sports gaming proprietor and

537

the management services provider to follow to ensure the

538

integrity of sporting events and of sports gaming, including

539

procedures to prevent any exchange of information or conflict of

540

interest between the sports gaming proprietor and the management

541

services provider.

542

(4)"

543

In line 5609, after "(D)" insert "The commission shall revoke a

544

sports gaming proprietor license that was issued or renewed because of the

545

preference described in division (A) of section 3775.041 of the Revised

546

Code if the sports gaming proprietor ceases to qualify as a professional

547

sports organization.

548

(E)"

549

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
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550

Professional sports organizations

551

R.C. 3775.01, 3775.041, 3775.05, and 3775.08

552

Requires the Ohio Casino Control Commission, in issuing

553

initial and renewed type A and type B sports gaming proprietor

554

licenses, to give preference to applicants that are professional

555

sports organizations.

556

Defines "professional sports organization" to mean any of
the following:

557
558

- The owner of a professional sports team in Ohio that is

559

a member of the National Football League, the National Hockey

560

League, Major League Baseball, or the National Basketball

561

Association;

562

- The owner of a sports facility in Ohio that hosts an

563

annual tournament on the Professional Golf Association tour;

564

- A promoter of a national association for a stock car

565

auto racing national touring race conducted in Ohio.
Requires the Commission to revoke a sports gaming

566
567

proprietor license that was issued to a professional sports

568

organization because of the preference if the proprietor ceases

569

to qualify as a professional sports organization (for example,

570

if the team leaves the state).

571

Specifies that the holder of a type A or type B sports

572

gaming proprietor license that is a member of a league,

573

association, or organization that prevents the holder from being

574

subject to the regulatory control of the Commission or from

575

otherwise operating under the license may contractually appoint

576

a designee operator that is considered the management services

577

provider for all aspects of Commission oversight and operating

578

under the license.

579
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Prohibits the sports gaming proprietor from having control

580

of the management services provider, and vice versa, and

581

prohibits any exchange of information between those persons that

582

may compromise the integrity of sporting events or of sports

583

gaming.

584

Requires the Commission to adopt by rule procedures for

585

such a sports gaming proprietor and management services provider

586

to follow to ensure the integrity of sporting events and of

587

sports gaming.

588
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Amendment No. AM_134_1487

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 12 of the title, after "3775.05" insert ", 3775.051"

589

In line 27, after "3775.05" insert ", 3775.051"

590

In line 4306, after "facility,"" insert ""mobile management services

591

provider,""

592

In line 4332, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

593
594

In line 4823, after "(D)" insert "(1) "Mobile management services

595

provider" means a person that contracts with a type A sports gaming

596

proprietor under section 3775.05 of the Revised Code to operate sports

597

gaming on behalf of the sports gaming proprietor and that is licensed by

598

the Ohio casino control commission as a mobile management services

599

provider under that section.

600

(2)"

601

In line 4824, after "a" insert "type B"; delete "3775.05" and insert

602

"3775.051"

603

In line 4832, after "a" insert "type A"; after "or" insert "mobile"

604

In line 4897, after the first "license," insert "a mobile management

605
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services provider license,"

606

In line 4917, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

607
608

In line 4920, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

609
610

In line 4921, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

611
612

In line 4925, after "proprietor," insert "mobile management services
provider,"

613
614

In line 5050, after "proprietor," insert "mobile management services
provider,"

615
616

In line 5084, delete "and" and insert ","

617

In line 5085, after "3775.05" insert ", and division (B)(3) of

618

section 3775.051"

619

In line 5186, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

620
621

In line 5212, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

622
623

In line 5233, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

624
625

In line 5383, after "two" insert "mobile"

626

In line 5386, after "a" insert "mobile"

627

In line 5388, after "second" insert "mobile"

628

In line 5391, delete "A type B sports gaming proprietor may contract

629

with"

630
Delete lines 5392 through 5394
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In line 5395, delete "(3)"; after "A" insert "mobile"

632

In line 5399, after "A" insert "mobile"

633

In line 5400, after the second "a" insert "type A"

634

In line 5402, after "renewed" insert "mobile"

635

In line 5412, after "renewed" insert "mobile"

636

In line 5415, after "renewed" insert "mobile"

637

In line 5416, after "the" insert "mobile"

638

In line 5419, after "renewed" insert "mobile"

639

In line 5420, after "the" insert "mobile"

640

In line 5423, after "A" insert "mobile"

641

In line 5424, after the second "a" insert "mobile"

642

In line 5428, after "a" insert "mobile"

643

In line 5429, after "a" insert "type A"

644

In line 5430, after "the" insert "mobile"

645

In line 5432, after the third "the" insert "mobile"

646

In line 5436, after "the" insert "mobile"

647

In line 5437, after "the" insert "mobile"

648

In line 5441, after "a" insert "type A"

649

In line 5442, after "a" insert "mobile"

650

In line 5445, after "the" insert "mobile"

651

In line 5446, after the first "the" insert "mobile"; delete the

652

second "the"

653

In line 5447, delete "applicable" and insert "a"; delete "of" and
insert "A"
Legislative Service Commission
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In line 5449, after "a" insert "mobile"

656

In line 5450, after "the" insert "mobile"

657

In line 5451, after "a" insert "type A"

658

In line 5452, after "a" insert "mobile"

659

In line 5454, after the second "a" insert "type A"

660

In line 5457, after "a" insert "mobile"; after "with" insert "type

661

A"

662
After line 5458, insert:

663

"Sec. 3775.051. (A)(1) A type B sports gaming proprietor

664

may contract with one management services provider to offer

665

sports gaming at a sports gaming facility on the sports gaming

666

proprietor's behalf, in a manner authorized under the contract.

667

(2) A management services provider may offer sports gaming

668

only in accordance with this chapter, with the rules adopted by

669

the Ohio casino control commission under this chapter, and with

670

the nature of the sports gaming proprietor's license.

671

(B)(1) A management services provider shall be licensed

672

under this section before entering into a contract with a type B

673

sports gaming proprietor as described in division (A) of this

674

section. An applicant for an initial or renewed management

675

services provider license shall meet all requirements for

676

licensure established by the commission by rule and shall pay

677

the fee required under division (C)(3) of section 109.572 of the

678

Revised Code, along with a nonrefundable application fee in an

679

amount determined by the commission by rule.

680

(2) The commission may accept another jurisdiction's

681

license, if the commission determines it has similar licensing

682

requirements, as evidence that the applicant meets the

683
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requirements for a license issued under this section.
(3)(a) Upon receiving an initial or renewed management

684
685

services provider license, the applicant shall pay a

686

nonrefundable license fee of one million dollars.

687

(b) Not later than one year after the initial or renewed

688

management services provider license is issued, the management

689

services provider shall pay a nonrefundable interim license fee

690

of five hundred thousand dollars.

691

(c) Not later than two years after the initial or renewed

692

management services provider license is issued, the management

693

services provider shall pay a second nonrefundable interim

694

license fee of five hundred thousand dollars.

695

(C) A management services provider license shall be valid

696

for a term of three years. In order to renew a management

697

services provider license, the licensee shall apply to the

698

commission for a renewed license in the same manner as for an

699

initial license.

700

(D) In order to permit a management services provider to

701

offer sports gaming on behalf of a type B sports gaming

702

proprietor, the sports gaming proprietor and the management

703

services provider shall enter into a written contract that has

704

been approved by the commission. If the sports gaming proprietor

705

and the management services provider wish to make a material

706

change to the contract, the sports gaming proprietor first shall

707

submit the change to the commission for its approval or

708

rejection. The sports gaming proprietor or the management

709

services provider shall not assign, delegate, subcontract, or

710

transfer the management service provider's duties and

711

responsibilities under the contract to a third party.

712

(E)(1) Subject to division (E)(2) of this section, the
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713

provisions of this chapter concerning a type B sports gaming

714

proprietor apply to a management services provider that

715

contracts with the sports gaming proprietor with respect to all

716

rights, duties, and liabilities of the sports gaming proprietor

717

assigned, delegated, subcontracted, or transferred to the

718

management services provider as though the management services

719

provider were a type B sports gaming proprietor. Unless the

720

context requires otherwise, references in the Revised Code to a

721

sports gaming proprietor apply to a management services provider

722

to the extent that the management services provider is acting on

723

behalf of a type B sports gaming proprietor pursuant to the

724

contract.

725

(2) Division (E)(1) of this section does not permit a

726

management services provider to operate sports gaming other than

727

pursuant to a contract with a type B sports gaming proprietor to

728

operate sports gaming on behalf of the sports gaming proprietor.

729

(F) The commission shall adopt a rule setting a maximum

730

number of contracts a management services provider may have with

731

type B sports gaming proprietors under this section at any one

732

time."

733

In line 5585, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

735

In line 5587, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

736
737

In line 5588, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

738
739

In line 5604, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

740
741

In line 5744, after "The" insert "mobile"
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742

In line 5906, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

743
744

In line 5908, after "proprietor" insert ", mobile management
services provider,"

745
746

In line 5925, after "proprietors," insert "mobile management
services providers,"

747
748

In line 7578, after "renewed" insert "mobile"

749

In line 7581, after "(d)" insert "The fees for an initial or renewed

750

management services provider license collected under division (B)(3) of

751

section 3775.051 of the Revised Code;

752

(e)"

753

In line 7583, delete "(e)" and insert "(f)"

754

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

755

Mobile management services providers

756

R.C. 3775.01, 3775.05, and 3775.051 and conforming changes

757

in R.C. 3772.01, 3772.02, 3775.02, 3775.03, 3775.08, 3775.10,

758

3775.13, 3775.14, and 5753.031

759

Divides the bill's license category for management

760

services providers into two categories: mobile management

761

services providers, who contract with type A sports gaming

762

proprietors, and management services providers, who contract

763

with type B sports gaming proprietors.

764

Retains the bill's current management services provider
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765

contract and licensing requirements for both license types.
Requires a person who wishes to contract to offer sports

766
767

gaming on behalf of both type A and type B sports gaming

768

proprietors to obtain two separate licenses.

769
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Amendment No. AM_134_1499

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 4199, strike through "fifteen" and insert "twenty-five"

770

In line 5183, delete "(1) As used in division (C) of this section,"

771

Delete lines 5184 through 5210

772

In line 5211, delete "(2)"

773

In line 5218, delete "(a)" and insert "(1)"

774

In line 5223, delete "institutional investor" and insert "bank or

775

other licensed lending institution that holds a mortgage or other lien

776

acquired in the ordinary course of business"

777

In line 5224, delete "(b)" and insert "(2)"

778

In line 5228, delete ", other than any institutional investor"

779

In line 5229, delete "(c)" and insert "(3)"

780

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Legislative Service Commission
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781

Institutional investors

782

R.C. 3772.01 and 3775.03

783

Changes the definition of an institutional investor for

784

purposes of regulation under the Casino Law to include an entity

785

that owns 5% or more, but less than 25%, of an ownership

786

interest in a casino, instead of less than 15% as under current

787

law.

788
Removes a provision of the bill specifying that an

789

institutional investor is not considered to have control of an

790

applicant for a sports gaming proprietor or management services

791

provider license.

792
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Amendment No. AM_134_1500

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 5250, delete "twenty" and insert "twenty-five"

793

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

794

Type A sports gaming proprietor license cap

795

R.C. 3775.04

796

Increases from 20 to 25 the maximum number of type A

797

sports gaming proprietors who may be licensed at any one time.
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798

Amendment No. AM_134_1501

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 5256, delete "A person may simultaneously apply for, and be
issued,"

799
800

Delete lines 5257 and 5258

801

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

802

Type A sports gaming proprietors

803

R.C. 3775.04

804

Removes a provision of the bill that specifies that a

805

person may simultaneously apply for, and be issued, both a type

806

A and a type B sports gaming proprietor license in order to

807

satisfy the bill's continuing requirement that a type A sports

808

gaming proprietor do one of the following:

809

- Operate a sports gaming facility under a type B sports
gaming proprietor license;
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- Maintain at least one place of business in Ohio.
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812

Amendment No. AM_134_1502-1

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 5338, after "(2)" insert "The total amount of taxable income
the applicant pays, or will pay, to its employees in this state;

813
814

(3)"

815

In line 5341, delete "(3)" and insert "(4)"

816

In line 5346, delete "(4)" and insert "(5)"

817

In line 5350, delete "(5)" and insert "(6)"

818

In line 5354, delete "(6)" and insert "(7)"

819

In line 5358, delete "(7)" and insert "(8)"

820

In line 5360, delete "(8)" and insert "(9)"

821

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Factors considered when licensing sports gaming
proprietors
Legislative Service Commission
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R.C. 3775.041

825

Requires the Ohio Casino Control Commission, in issuing

826

sports gaming proprietor licenses, to consider the total amount

827

of taxable income the applicant pays, or will pay, to its

828

employees in Ohio.

829

Retains the bill's requirement that the Commission, in

830

issuing type A sports gaming proprietor licenses, consider

831

whether the total taxable income the applicant pays to its

832

employees in Ohio each year has been, or will be, at least $10

833

million.

834
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Amendment No. AM_134_1503

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

After line 7961, insert:

835

"Section 6. (A) There is the Select Committee on Sports

836

Gaming and Problem Gambling, which shall study all of the

837

following:

838

(1) Whether a portion of the money in the Sports Gaming

839

Revenue Fund created under section 5753.031 of the Revised Code,

840

as enacted by this act, should be allocated to make grants to

841

youth sports programs;

842

(2) Whether an appropriate amount of the money in the

843

Sports Gaming Revenue Fund is allocated to the Problem Sports

844

Gaming Fund created under that section;

845

(3) Whether sports gaming proprietors and the State

846

Lottery Commission should be required to develop and implement

847

compulsive and problem gambling plans with respect to sports

848

gaming, similar to the plans casino operators develop and

849

implement under division (A)(6) of section 3772.18 of the

850

Revised Code;

851

(4) Whether the Attorney General should be required to
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852

develop and implement a compulsive and problem gambling program

853

for type II and type III bingo license holders under Chapter

854

2915. of the Revised Code, as amended by this act, to train and

855

assist license holders in preventing, and educating participants

856

about, problem gambling.

857

(B) The Select Committee shall consist of the following
nine members:

858
859

(1) Two members of the Senate appointed by the President
of the Senate;

860
861

(2) One member of the Senate appointed by the Senate
Minority Leader;

862
863

(3) Two members of the House of Representatives appointed
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives;
(4) One member of the House of Representatives appointed
by the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives;
(5) One member of the public appointed by the President of
the Senate;

864
865
866
867
868
869

(6) One member of the public appointed by the Speaker of
the House of Representatives;

870
871

(7) One member of the public appointed by the Governor.

872

(C) The Select Committee shall elect a chairperson from

873

among its members. Vacancies on the Select Committee shall be

874

filled in the manner provided for original appointments. Members

875

of the Select Committee shall serve without compensation.

876

(D) Not later than January 1, 2022, the Select Committee

877

shall submit a report of its findings to the General Assembly.

878

After it submits the report, the Select Committee shall cease to

879

exist."

880
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In line 7962, delete "6" and insert "7"

881

In line 7968, delete "7" and insert "8"

882

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

883

Select Committee on Sports Gaming and Problem Gambling

884

Section 6

885

Creates the Select Committee on Sports Gaming and Problem

886

Gambling, which must study certain issues related to the

887

distribution of the money in the Sports Gaming Revenue Fund and

888

related to compulsive and problem gambling.

889

Requires the Committee to submit a report to the General

890

Assembly not later than January 1, 2022, and thereafter to cease

891

to exist.

892
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Amendment No. AM_134_1504

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 5243, after "any" insert "material"

893

In line 5245, after "renewal." insert "The commission shall specify

894

by rule which changes to that information it considers to be material."

895

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

896

Changes to sports gaming license information

897

R.C. 3775.03(E)

898

Requires a sports gaming licensee to notify the Ohio

899

Casino Control Commission within ten days of any material change

900

to any information provided in the licensee's application,

901

instead of any change.

902

Requires the Commission to specify by rule which changes
to that information it considers to be material.
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903
904

Amendment No. AM_134_1505-1

Sub. S. B. No. 176
l_134_1360-4

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

After line 5381, insert:

905

"(D) Notwithstanding any contrary provision of division

906

(A), (B), or (C) of this section, the Ohio casino control

907

commission shall not give preference to an applicant for a

908

sports gaming proprietor license on the basis that any of the

909

following persons currently contract, or have contracted, with

910

the state lottery commission or any other agency of this state:

911

(1) The applicant;

912

(2) A person that has control over the applicant, as

913

determined under division (C) of section 3775.03 of the Revised

914

Code;

915
(3) A person over which the applicant has control, as

determined under that division."

916
917

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Legislative Service Commission
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918

Sports gaming proprietor licenses - state contractors

919

R.C. 3775.041

920

Prohibits the Ohio Casino Control Commission from giving

921

preference to an applicant for a sports gaming proprietor

922

license on the basis that the applicant, its parent company, or

923

its subsidiary currently contract, or have contracted, with the

924

State Lottery Commission or any other state agency.

925
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